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What are the consequences if the people given
control over our government have no idea how it
works?
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"The election happened," remembers Elizabeth
Sherwood-Randall, then deputy secretary of the
Department of Energy. "And then there was radio silence."
Across all departments, similar stories were playing out:
Trump appointees were few and far between; those that
did show up were shockingly uninformed...
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In this fascinating foray into the centuries-old relationship
between science and military power, acclaimed
astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson and writer-researcher
Avis Lang examine how the methods and tools of
astrophysics have been enlisted in the service of war. "The
overlap is strong, and the k...
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A brilliant, funny, and emphatically raw novel of
love on the brink of the apocalypse, from the
acclaimed author of The Lonely City.

In the most ambitious one-volume American
history in decades, award-winning historian and
New Yorker writer Jill Lepore offers a magisterial
account of the origins and rise of a divided nation,
an urgently needed reckoning with the beauty and
tragedy of American history.
Written in elegiac prose, Lepore’s groundbreaking
investigation places truth itself—a devotion to facts, proof,
and evidence—at the center of the nation’s history. The
American experiment rests on three ideas—"these
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"She had no idea what to do with love, she experienced it
as invasion, as the prelude to loss and pain, she really
didn’t have a clue."
Kathy is a writer. Kathy is getting married. It’s the summer
of 2017 and the whole world is falling apart. Fast-paced
and frantic, Crudo unfolds in real time from th...
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An adventure of Michelangelo in Constantinople
from the “mesmerizing” (New Yorker) and
“masterful” (Washington Post) author of Compass

Andre Dubus III’s first novel in a decade is a
masterpiece of thrilling tension and heartrending
empathy.
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An exploration of the age-old complicity between
skywatchers and warfighters, from the best-selling
author of Astrophysics for People in a Hurry.

Few writers can enter their characters so completely or
evoke their lives as viscerally as Andre Dubus III. In this
deeply compelling new novel, a father, estranged for the
worst of reasons, is driven to seek out the daughter he
has not seen in decades.
Daniel Ahearn lives a quiet, solitary existence...
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In 1506, Michelangelo—a young but already renowned
sculptor—is invited by the Sultan of Constantinople to
design a bridge over the Golden Horn. The sultan has
offered, alongside an enormous payment, the promise of
immortality, since Leonardo da Vinci’s design had been
rejected: “You will surpass him...
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